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SOME PROPERTIES OF RATIONAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
AND THEIR LAPLACE TRANSFORMATIONS*

BY

ARMEN H. ZEMANIAN
College of Engineering, New York University

Introduction. The behavior of a fixed, linear system at a pair of output terminals
due to a signal impressed at a pair of input terminals is determined by the transfer
function between these two terminals. More precisely, this transfer function Z(s) is
the ratio of the Laplace transform of the output function of time to the Laplace trans-
form of the input function of time. Moreover, if the system is lumped and finite, the
transfer function will be a rational function of the complex frequency variable s = c + ja
and may be written as the ratio of two polynomials in s

ZOO = K i" + t~Lah =kt}tv (DS + Om_iS + • • • + Oo D{8)

The constant multiplier K and the coefficients a, and b, are all real numbers. It will be
assumed still further that the system is a stable one. That is, if the input signal is removed,
the output signal becomes arbitrarily small with increasing time. This restricts the
denominator D(s) to being a Hurwitz polynomial (a polynomial whose roots all have
negative real parts). Finally, the transfer function of any physically realizable system
must become arbitrarily small as the magnitude of the complex frequency s becomes
arbitrarily large. This is due to the stray capacities and parameter dissipation that
must exist in such a system. Thus, this discussion will be restricted, in addition, to those
transfer functions that have more poles than zeros (m > n). This insures that the Fourier
transform, relating the transfer function Z(joo) to its corresponding unit impulse response
W(t), exists. Only those transfer functions which satisfy the aforementioned conditions
will be considered in this paper. Therefore, all unit impulse responses will be a finite
sum of terms of the form,

At"e~"' cos (/3< + 7),

where A, a, /3, and 7 are constants with a > 0 and n is either zero or a positive integer.
In a previous paper [1], certain classes of these transfer functions have been in-

vestigated and many restrictions on the transient responses corresponding to such
transfer functions were shown to exist. These classes are related to the class of positive
real functions for which m — n equals one. However, the sum of all these classes does
not include every transfer function of the type considered here. A transfer function that
belongs to one of these classes is called a class k function and the integer k identifies
the particular class. Throughout this paper, the positive integer k will represent the
number of poles in excess of the number of zeros.

The purpose of this paper is to determine other properties of the class k functions
and then to extend the restrictions on their corresponding transient responses to the
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transient responses of any transfer function. That is, a means will be developed for
determining bounds on the transient responses of any transfer function, whether or
not that transfer function is a class k function, by relating it to a class k function.

The class k functions. For this investigation, the form of the definition of class k
functions will be altered somewhat from that given in [1]. It should be emphasized,
however, that these two definitions are the same in that they define exactly the same
classes of functions. The new definition leads to simpler expressions in this paper.

Consider the function Z„{s) which is obtained by successively integrating the transfer
function Z(s) according to (2)

Z„(s) = [ d sa_, f d sa_2 ■■ ■ f Z(s0) d s0 . (2)
J 8 J 8 q—i. J 8 i

The integer q is restricted to being less than or equal to the integer k — 1. The right-
hand side of (2) is, in general, a multivalued function and, if all the poles of Z(s) are
simple, it may be written as

<->>•* [>»<« +><>-,§;]

where the p{ are the poles of Z(s) and the kt are the residues of these poles. [ZQ(s) will
be single-valued when Z(s) has only one pole of multiplicity m.] For the purposes of
this paper, only one branch of this multivalued function is needed. Therefore, given
any Z(£) having at least two more poles than zeros, branch cuts consisting of straight
line segments connecting all the poles will be assumed. In addition, these straight line
segments will be so chosen that any pair of poles can be connected by a path traced
exclusively along these segments. That is, it will be assumed that these branch cuts
form a tree with the distinct poles at its vertices. The number of these branch cuts
will be one less than the number of distinct poles of Z(s). Finally, it will be assumed
throughout this paper that the paths of integration in (2) never cross any of these
branch cuts. Under these conditions, (2) defines a single-valued function Z„ (s).

Representing the real and imaginary parts of sQ and Za(jco) by sa = o-a -f- jco, and
Za{ju) = RJu) + the real part of Z,(jui) is given by the following expressions.
For q odd,

R.(u) = (-1)(0+1>/2 [ dwQ-i [ Aoa_2 ■■■ f /(«„) dw„ (3)
J 03 J 0) q— i J U i

and for q even,

Rq(«) = (-l)a/2 f do,a-2 ■■■ f RM dwo , (4)
J u J (a q—I « (ll 1

where R(u) and 7(co) are the real and imaginary parts of Z(jw), respectively.
The class k functions may now be defined as follows.

Definition. The transfer junction Z(s) will be called a class k junction, where k = m — n,
ij Zk-i(s) is a positive real junction in the halj plane <x > 0.

An immediate consequence of this definition is easily obtained. The necessary and
sufficient condition for Z(s) to be a class k function is that Rk-i(w) > 0 for all w. This
follows from the definition since Zt_i(s) is an analytic function and, moreover, Zh-1(<r)
is a real function for a > 0.
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Furthermore, class k functions may be generated from the class 1 functions by
differentiation. More generally, if Z(s) is class k, then (— 1 )hdhZ/dsh is class (k -f- h).
Another elementary property of these functions is that aZa(s) + PZb(s) is class k if
Za(s) and Zb(s) are each at least class k and a and /3 are positive numbers.

Realizability conditions on the impulse response. It will be assumed throughout
this paper that all driving functions of time are applied at t = 0. The unit impulse
response W{t) is, therefore, related to the transfer function Z(s) through the Laplace
transform,

Z(s) = f W(t)e~" dt, (5)
Jo

where a is greater than the real part of any pole of Z(s). Moreover, the function Z„(s)
may be obtained by integrating (5) under the integral sign q times. The resulting ex-
pression (6) is valid for q < k — 1 [2, Theorem 17, p. 273],

Zq{s) = dt. (6)

A well known result of circuit theory is that, if Z(s) is a positive real function, then
it is expressible in terms of three positive definite quadratic forms which are related
to the total stored energy and power dissipation in the network [3, Chap. 4]. There is
a somewhat similar result in the theory of Laplace transform which will place restrictions
on the unit impulse response corresponding to a positive real Z(s) [4, Theorem 6], More
precisely, Z(s) is a class 1 function if and only if W.(t) is a positive definite function
where W,(t) is the even function given by

WXt) = \W^ for 1 ~ °'
LTT(—0 for t < 0.

By definition, W,(t) is positive definite if the Hermitian form

£ Z w.(t< - t,)xixi (7)
•-1 1-1

is non-negative for all values of the real numbers h , t2 , • ■ • , tn and xx , x2 , • • • , xn
and for all n.

Applying these known results to expression (6), the following realizability theorem
is immediately obtained.

Theorem 1. The necessary and sufficient condition jor Z(s) to be a class k function is
that | t I'"1 be a ■positive definite function. That is, Z(s) is class k if and only if

ZZ[f-("~|.'i).»,x, >0 (8), = 1 ,-«l | li Ij I

for all values of real numbers tx , t2 , — tn and x, , x2 , • • ■ , xn and for all n.

There are several necessary and sufficient conditions for a function to be positive
definite [4 through 8] which could similarly be used for realizability conditions. However,
all of these are, in general, too complicated to be useful as a practical test.

A condition which is sufficient (though not necessary) and at the same time quite
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simple to apply may be obtained by applying Theorem 5 of [9] to the function W(t)/tk~l
for the case where the integer m, defined in that theorem, equals one. This yields the
following sufficiency test for a class k function.

Theorem 2. If the second derivative of W(t)/tk~l is non-negative for t > 0, then Z{s)
will be a class k function.

A necessary but not sufficient condition on the impulse response, in order that it
be the Laplace transform of a class k function was given in [1, Theorem 9], A new proof,
which is considerably simpler than the one given previously, may be constructed by
using an operation transform pair of the Laplace transform.

Theorem 3. If Z{s) is class k, then, for t > 0,
Kik~l

I ̂ (<)' * ^
Proof. By the definition of class k functions, the function Zk_i(s) is positive real and

the first term of its inverse series expansion is

(k - 1) !s ' (10)

where k — m — n. It has been shown that such a positive real function has a unit impulse
response which is bounded by the coefficient of the first term in its inverse series ex-
pansion [9, Theorem 1], Moreover, each integration in expression (2) corresponds to
the division of W(t) by the time variable t. This transformation of the operations of
complex integration and division by t is a well-known property of the Laplace trans-
formation [2, Theorem 17, p. 273]. Thus, for t > 0,

W(t)
t1-1

< *(k - 1)! '

which is the desired conclusion.
By use of the superposition integral, the previous result may be extended to those

transfer functions that are products of class k functions. This is applicable, for instance,
to a system of cascaded amplifiers each of whose interstage networks is class k. It may
also be applied to the transfer functions of ladder networks [10].

Theorem 4. If the functions A (s), B(s), • • • , H(s) are class a, class b, • ■ • , and class h,
respectively, and their constant multipliers are Ka, Kb, ■ ■ • , and Kh, respectively, then the
unit impulse response W(t) corresponding to the product of these functions, A(s) B{s) •••
H (s), is bounded by

I W(f\ I < KJ(>, • • • Kk ,(<.+&+• ••+*-!) ,, ,n.
1 W 1 - (a + b + + h - 1)! U j

for t > 0.
Proof. Let Wab{t) be the inverse Laplace transform of the product A (s)B(s). By the

superposition integral,

I WM) I < I I WJr) I I Wb(t - t) I dr.M | < f | TF0(r) | | Wb{t - r)
J 0
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But, since A (s) is class a and B(s) is class b,

I T-tfl I S („ - "•- ,)| [
Integrating this expression by parts 6 — 1 times,

I W (A I < T^-oK-h f » + &-2 J _ KgKb .(a+b-li
\WM\ <(a + b_2)!Jo r dr-{a+b_1)}t

Applying this process repeatedly to the sequence of products A(s)B(s), A(s)B(s)C(s),
• • • , A (s)B(s) • ■ ■ H(s), expression (11) will be obtained.

A relationship between an arbitrary transfer function and the class k functions.
One of the objects of this paper is to develop a method of determining bounds on the
transient responses of any transfer function satisfying the restrictions enumerated in
the introduction. This will be accomplished by relating such a transfer function to a
class k function as follows.

Theorem 5. For any given Z(s), a real number c can be found such that Z(s + c) is
class k. Moreover, if Z(s + c) is class k, then Z(s + d) is class k for all d greater than c.

Proof. By the definition of class k functions, Z(s) will be class k only if Z^fs) is a
positive real function. Now consider the loci of Re [ZJt_1(s)] = 0. Since Z,_i(s) behaves
as l/s in the neighborhood of s = °°, only one such locus exists in a sufficiently small
neighborhood of s = °o. Moreover, this locus is asymptotic to a line parallel to the
imaginary axis. Thus, for c sufficiently large, the line s = c + jco, which is parallel to the
imaginary axis, will not intersect any locus of Re [Z4_j(s)] = 0. Furthermore, Re [l/s] > 0
for a > 0. Therefore, Re [Z^^s)] > 0 for a > c.

The second statement of this theorem follows from the fact that a positive real
function of a positive real function is positive real.

Theorem 6. If the real number c is such that Z(s + c) is class k, then c cannot be less
than (a„_, — bm-x)/k, where a„_i and are the coefficients indicated in (1). Moreover,
c cannot be less than the real parts of all the poles of Z (s).

Proof. Integrating the inverse series expansion of Z(s) according to (2), a series
expansion for Zt_t(s) may be found

^ K (k , an-i — bm-i , ^
Z*-l(s) = fc!ls + 7 + ■■■)■

It can be seen from the first two terms that a locus of Re [Zt_i(s)] = 0 is asymptotic
to the line,

^n—1 bm — i |
S =  £  +

for co sufficiently large. Moreover, such loci are continuous curves which pass through
the singularities of Zk^{s). Since all the singularities of a positive real function are
excluded from the right half s plane, the constant c cannot be less than (a„_! — 6m_x)/fc
if the line s = c + ju is not to intersect a locus of Re [Z^^s)] — 0 and if Zk^(s + c) is to
be analytic in the right half s plane. Moreover, the singularities of Z/t-1(s) occur at the
same points as the poles of Z(s) so that c cannot be less than the real part of any such
pole.
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One physical interpretation of the addition of a positive constant c to the complex
frequency variable s is that dissipation is added uniformly to all the reactive elements
of any network which realizes Z(s). In particular, every inductance Li has a resistance
Ri = Li c inserted in series with it and every condenser C, has a conductance (?, = C\
c connected in parallel with it [3, pp. 706-708].

A class k function Z(s + c) can be obtained from a given Z(s) in the following way.
Consider the polynomial in the numerator of Z(s)

N(s) = s" + an-iSn 1 + • • • + + o,0 . (12)

The polynomial N(s + c) may be determined by setting ,u equal to s + c and expanding
N (/u) into a Taylor series around the point m = c

, x n i s-1 dT-'Nis)1 , , dN(s)«•+«>-• + J... + ■■■+' ~dr + N(c). (13)

A simple method exists for obtaining the coefficients of N(s + c) from the coefficients
of N(s) without having to perform the differentiations indicated in (13) [11, pp. 52-54].
This procedure is especially useful when a numerical value for c is used. Divide N(s)
by s — c until a constant remainder r0 is obtained.

^ + -i-- (14)
s — c s — c

The value of N(c) is r0 . Dividing the quotient Qn~i(s) in (14) by s — c until another
constant remainder n is obtained, the value of the first derivative of N(s) at s = c will
be found.

_ o (s) i _?i_
s-C ~ Q-2{S) + s-c'

Mf)l
ds l_c n •

Repeating this process, the value of the z'th derivative of N(s) at s = c divided by factorial
i is found to be equal to the ith constant remainder r,

1 d'N(s) ~|
i\ ds' J„ r>

The verification of these relations may be found in [11, Chap. 3].
Denoting the remainder, obtained from the denominator D(s) through the procedure

indicated above, by r[ , the expression for Z(s + c) may be written as

, s Tf s" +' + • • • + rxs + r„ „ FN

2(8 + C)~K r + rl-*- +
Therefore, for any given Z(s), a c may be determined which produces a class k function
Z(s + c) by applying the tests for a class k function [1, Theorems 4 and 6] to expression
(15).

If Z(s) has only one finite zero, an application of [1, Theorem 5] yields values for c
which insure that Z(s + c) is class k. In this case, Z(s + c) has the form

, \ v  8 + C + Qq rr s + c + «0
Z(8 + c) Kgm + r^_iS~-i + ... + /iS + /q D(s + c) ,
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where r'm_i = mc + , r[ = dD(s)/ds at s = c, and r'a = D(c). For m even, Z(s + c)
will be class m — 1 for all values of c greater than or equal to (a0 — — 1).
For m odd, this theorem places two restrictions on c; it must be greater than or equal
to (a0 — 6m_!)/(m — 1) and greater than (r'Jr[ — a0)■

A simple graphical method for determining this constant c to insure a class k function
Z(s + c) is based on the fact that, if the phase angle of Z (jco) equals an odd multiple of
ir/2 exactly k — 1 times for k odd or if this angle equals a multiple of t or zero exactly
k — 1 times for k even and if dtp/dw < 0 at co = 0, then Z(s) is class k [1, p. 282]. The
procedure is quite simple if N(s) and D(s) are factored

Z® = K •••(«-*.) (17)
(s Pi)(s p2) • • • (s pm)

Following the convention that the phase angle of any factor in (17) remains within
the interval (3tt/2, — 77-/2), the phase angle of (s — nt) will be denoted by and the
phase angle of (s — p.) will be denoted by d, . The phase angle <p for Z(s + c) is then given
by

<p = X) <Ai — • (18)
t"-1 t'-l

Now the phase angle of the factor (s + c — ai.) is the angle of the vector from the point
Mi to the point s + c. Consequently, the variations of <p along a series of lines parallel
to the imaginary axis in the s plane may be obtained graphically by applying (18). For
some sufficiently large value of c, the aforementioned sufficiency criterion on the values
of <f> for s = jco will be fulfilled and, for this value of c, Z(s + c) will be class k.

Bounds on the impulse response of any transfer function. Now that any transfer
function Z(s) may be related to a class k function Z(s + c) by an appropriate choice
of c, the restrictions on the impulse responses of class k functions may be extended to
the impulse response of Z(s).

Theorem 7. The unit impulse response W(t) corresponding to any transjer junction
Z(s) is bounded by

Ke"tk~11 wm 1 s W=W, • (19>
where the constant c is such that Z(s + c) is a class k junction.

Prooj. Consider the inverse Laplace transformation between Z(s) and W{i) where
the path of integration is along the line s = c + jw

W{t) Z(s)e'' ds. (20)
J c — jco

Making the change of variable s = v + c, (20) becomes

W(t) = e"Wc(t), (21)

where

WXO = ~ / + '° Z(V + c)e" dv. (22)
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Since Z(v + c) is a class k function of v, Theorem 3 may be invoked to complete the
proof. It should be noted that c need not be a positive number if Z(s) is class k.

An application of [1, Theorem 10] to the quantity W(t)/ect yields still another re-
striction on the unit impulse response of any transfer function.

Theorem 8. Let | W{t)e~ct | be less than or equal to the positive constant M for t > r.
For any transfer function Z(s), let c be such that the imaginary part of Ztl2(c -f- iw) is
non-positive for co > 0. Then, for 0 < y < 1,

W(yr) | < ec
K(yr)k 2 sin try 2Myh sin Try ■A 1

. t(*-U! + 7T hv~\v - y }\'
Appendix. As an illustration, the bounds on the unit impulse response of the trans-

fer function,

will be obtained. The only restriction imposed upon the real numbers p and p is that p
is positive. The unit impulse response corresponding to Z(s) is

W(t) = e^t + ^ ^

Now, the lowest real number c which makes Z(s + c) a class 2 function will be found.
According to the definition, Z{s + c) will be class 2 when Z^s + c) is positive real. But,

Zl(S) = l (So+Pf dS° = (» + if '

Calculating the real part of Zi(s + c), it can be seen that this real part is non-negative
only when c satisfies the following inequalities

. M + p r ^c > y~ for M < P,

~ p — 3 p c -c > —-— lor p > p.

Thus, by Theorem 7

and

W{() | < t exp I  — 11 for p < p

I W{t) | < t exp 2 3p for p > p.

By comparison with expression (23), it is easy to show that these inequalities are indeed
true.
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